Title: CMS-2 Engineers

(Current US Citizenship able to obtain DoD Secret Clearance to be Considered)

Job Description: Software Engineer-V Serve as a company expert in performing system and subsystem definition, preliminary and detailed design, design implementation, and subsystem and system integration and tests for a system. Participates in software requirement review, preliminary and critical design, integration readiness review, and software acceptance review. Supports program management office in technical role. Interacts with senior customer personnel on significanttechnical matters, often requiring coordinated activity across organizational lines.

- 12+ years of related experience.

Required Skills:

- Experience with Structured CMS-2 design/development including ULTRA-32 assembly language programming and patching.
- 12+ years of experience developing software with CMS-2Y for an AN/UYK-43.
- Experience working with the Windows, Solaris, and UNIX environments.
- Experience developing Solaris, and other variants of UNIX scripts.
- Strong skills with MS Office and Integrated Development Environments (IDE) such as ClearCase.
- Familiar with VAX operating environment.
- Experience with CMMI Level 5 life cycle processes and procedures.
- US Citizenship in order to obtain and maintain a Secret security clearance.

Desired Skills:

- Aegis Weapon System SPY computer program software development
- Aegis Tactical Executive System (ATES) – Aegis AN/UYK-43 operating system
- Machine Transportable AN/UYK Support Software (MTASS) – CMS-2 compiler
- System Building - (SYSBLD) – Aegis AN/UYK-43 computer program linker
- Dynamic Debug Function (debug tool)
- VPFM/VPFP (patch check and verification tool)
- Mercury (data recording and analysis tool)

Security Clearance: DoD Secret or US Citizenship able to get DoD Secret Clearance

Location: Cherry Hill Area, NJ

Tax Term: Consulting/1099/1120 C2C or Full Time Position DOE

Pay Rate: Full Time: $80K+ to $140K DOE, Consulting: $75 to $105/Hr DOE/1099 Rate

Length: 12 Months+
Job Description: Software Engineer-IV Perform system and subsystem definition, preliminary and detailed design, design implementation and subsystem and system integration and tests for a system. Participates in software requirement review, software size estimation, preliminary and critical design, integration readiness review, and software acceptance review. Supports program management office in a technical role. Interacts with senior customer personnel on significant technical matters, often requiring coordinated activity across organizational lines. May provide technical guidance to lower level software engineers.

- 7 to 12 years of related experience.

Required Skills:
- Experience with Structured CMS-2 design/development including ULTRA-32 assembly language programming and patching.
- 7+ years of experience developing software with CMS-2Y for an AN/YK-43.
- Experience working with the Windows, Solaris, and UNIX environments.
- Experience developing Solaris, and other variants of UNIX scripts.
- Strong skills with MS Office and Integrated Development Environments (IDE) such as ClearCase.
- Familiar with VAX operating environment.
- Experience with CMMI Level 5 life cycle processes and procedures.
- US Citizenship in order to obtain and maintain a Secret security clearance.

Desired Skills:
- Aegis Weapon System SPY computer program software development
- Aegis Tactical Executive System (ATES) – Aegis AN/YK-43 operating system
- Machine Transportable AN/YK Support Software (MTASS) – CMS-2 compiler
- System Building - (SYSBLD) – Aegis AN/YK-43 computer program linker
- Dynamic Debug Function (debug tool)
- VPFM/VPFP (patch check and verification tool)
- Mercury (data recording and analysis tool)

Security Clearance: DoD Secret or US Citizenship able to get DoD Secret Clearance
Location: Cherry Hill Area, NJ
Tax Term: Consulting/1099/1120 C2C or Full Time Position DOE
Pay Rate: Full Time: $60K+ to $110K DOE, Consulting: $60 to $95/Hr DOE/1099 Rate
Length: 12 Months+
Contact: dssinc@decision-software.com 800-682-0794 www.decision-software.com